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Gung ho "Eagle Eyes" get it
going with Adopt-A-Highway

City bans yard waste from landfill

Beginning October 1 garbage
haulers will stop collecting yard
The "Eagle Eyes" 4-H Club proved their environmental conscious- waste with trash because the city
ness by picking up litter along Highway 79.
will no longer bury yard waste in
Groups wanting to get involved in the Adopt-A-Highway program the landfill. Instead haulers are
providing a separate collection of
can contact Gary Prey at the Nebraska Dept. of Roads at 471-0850.
yard waste for a fee. This applies
to all residential units 8l'ld businesses which generate yard waste.
yant waste is defmed as grass
clippings and leaves. Items such as
hedge and tree trimmings, noxious
weeds and garden waste can be
mixed with trash. The yard waste
is taken to a new composting
facility near the Bluff Road
landfill for processing. There is a
charge of $1 0.75 per ton for
material deposited at the site.
The city estimates that roughly
17 percent of the residential and
commercial waste stream is yard
waste. Roughly 20,000 tons or
2,000 garbage trucks full of grass
clippings and leaves per year will
collected through"thts pmgram-'
for composting. The city also
. anticipates that an equal amount of
yard waste will be mulched or
composted on people's property. It
is estimated that the diversion of
From left to right: J.D. Gangwish, Rachael Crudden, Jeff Kulhanek, the yard waste will add about three
Amanda Houck, Nathan Root, Robbie Delgado, Linda Delgado (back), years to the life of the Bluff Road
Craig Wagner, Aaron Wagner (very front), Paul Raiser, Josh Crudden landfill. In addition, a beneficial
and Chris Delgado.
soil amendment will be made

Fire Prevention Week '92 campaign begins
If you were asleep in your home deeper sleep, and properly install·
and a fire broke out, do you think ing and maintaining a UL listed
you'd wake up with the smell of smoke detector DOUBLES your
the smoke? If you think so, you're famUy's chances for surviving a
dead wrong. "The products of
home fire", says Bill Montz, Jr.;
combustion produced by a fire
. fire prevention officer for the
actually put sleeping people into a Southeast Fire Department.
This year's Fire Prevention
.Week theme revolves around
proper maintenance and testing of
smoke detectors: "Test Your
Detector ~ It's Sound Advice".
This year, Fire Prevention Week is
Ten copies ofthe September, the week of October 4.. 10.
1990 issue of "Ranger Rick"
Montz stated that about one
magazine. We want to include third or all US homes equipped
this resource in our "Garbology" with smoke detectors have deteekits. Please call Arlene at the tors that are non-operational; most
office if you can donate your often attributed to weak or missing
copy. (ALH).
batteries. Frequent testing of your
'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...... smoke detector (the Southeast Fire

Wanted:

"Ranger Rick"

available for Lincoln residents.
types of service such as fall leaves
The city program is the result of only collection or once or twice per
week trash collection. Initial
a year-long planning process to
reduce the amount of waste
response varies among neighbor..
entering the Bluff Road landfill. It hoods but roughly 40 to 60 percent
also complies with a new state law of the households have subscribed
which will ban yard waste entering to either the fall only or year round
landfills across the state, effective collection of yard waste.
in September, 1994.
The University of Nebraska
Due to the cost of separating
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster
plastic bags from the compost
County is working with the city to
material, the city has prohibited
coordinate a progntm to encourage
their use for grass clippings and
waste reduction and recycling of
leaves. Instead the city would like yard waste through mulching and
households to use regular trash
composting of yard waste. For
containers with tight fitting lids ot additional information on the yard
90 gallon carts that some of the
waste composting program contact
haulers are offering as part of their the Lincoln Recycling Office voice
yard waste collection. To supple-mail answering system at 471-8215
ment these containers, local
and leave a message. Individuals
retailers are making available 30
interested in obtaining more
gallon paper lawn bags that easily information about composting or
decompose in the compost pile.
mulching can contact the UniverPlastic bags can still be used for
sity of Nebraska Cooperative
household trash, however, the city Extension in Lancaster County at
asks that the b~gs be placed in
471·7180. A Master Comf)o"Mer
containers with tight fitting lids.
will respond to inquiries and
Residents were given the
messages can be left on voice mail
opportunity to subscribe to specific after office hours. (MDWGH)

Wildlife workshops to air
The University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster
County is working in cooperation with the Nebraska Game and Parks
Commission to host several wildlife workshops this fall.
The workshops will be distributed across the state simultaneously to
nearly 85 down link sites using the NEB*SAT system.
Workshops scheduled for this fall include:
.Deer Hunting. October 14,7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
.Wild Game Processing - Preparation and Cooking,
October 21; 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
.Waterfowl Hunting. November 4, 7:30 ·9:30 p.m.
•Ice Fishing Techniques. December 9, 7:30 ~ 9:30 p.m.
.Farm Pond and Sandpit Management. February
-.Spring Turkey Hunting - March
.Attracting Birds to Your Backyard - April
•Pan Fishing Techniques - May
.Fish Preparation and Cooking ~ June
The workshops will be held at the Lancaster Extension Conference
Center, 444 Cherrycreek Road. Lincoln. (DVIMH)

Department recommends that you
follow manufacturet's directions
for testing of your particular smoke
detector) will readily spot bad
batteries.
Officially kicking off the Fire
Prevention Week '92 Campaign,
Montz announced that the South~
east Fire Department will be
conducting activities throughout
Fire Prevention Week. Activities
will culminate with an Open House
at the Pine Lake Fire Station, 7700
Pine Lake Road (Pine Lake Road
at Highway 2) on Sunday, October
11,1992, from 1-4 p.m. EVE~YONE is invited to attend, as there
Congratulations to Maria Tvrdy, tively in the 1992 Lancaster
will be numerous activities for all,
Lincoln and Brad Corr, Eagle for County Fair 4-H Swine Carcass
including a planned remote
earning Grand Champion and
Contest. (DV)
broadcast from KFORlKFRX.
Reserve Grand Champion respec-

Swine carcass winners announced

UnlveralIY of Neb,...ka
Cooperatlv8 Extenalon
In uncute, County
444 CherrycNek Road

Lincoln, Nebraaka 68528-1507

Office: ......~l~.~~~ .~~~~~~~. ~~~ ~~~~ ••••••. 471-7180
After hours: ................................ 471-7170
Fax: ............................................ 471-7148
NEB LINE Bulletin Board: ......... 471-7149
Office Bours:
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday - Friday
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Cooperative Extension provides information and educational programs to all people without regard to race, color, national origin, sex or handicap.
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Make landscape color selections in fall
considerations.
If you think your landscape
11ne sassafr.as,forinstance, is
needs a bit of fall color, now is the
usually a striking red-orange in the
logical time to select trees or
fall, but it's not often planted in
shrubs to provide it.
the landscape because it rarely
Keep an eye open for colorful
survives being transplanted. The
trees and shrubs. When you see
fan-shaped leaves of the gingko, an
one that you like, use a plant
ancient species dating back
identification guide to find out
millions of years, tum a pleasant
what it is. Then you can consult
butter-yellow in the fall. Female
books or a local nurseryman to
trees, however, bear messy, smelly
find out more about the plant.
Fall color is only one aspect of fruits. To be sure of getting a male
tree, you must buy nursery stock
a plant's performance. Other
characteristics to keep in mind are grown from cuttings rather than
seed-grown trees.
mature size, shape, hardiness, the
Trees often recommended for
stems can be cut down to about
presence of flowers and fruit,
fall color in the home landscape
two inches above the ground.
potential insect and disease
Two factors important to
include the red maples - "October
problems, leaf color during the
encourage survival include good
spring and summer, and bark color Glory" is a rich golden yellow,
while "Red Sunset" is a flaming
soil drainage and adequate winter and texture. Whether the plant is
red - the sugar maple (reddish or
mulch applied over the mums at
commercially available and
the proper time. This assumes that whether it can be readily
yellowish bronze), honeylocust,
the mums have entered the fall in transplanted are other
birch and ~oplar (yellow),
good, healthy condition in order
for them to survive.
Winter mulching has two
Hybrid teas, floribundas,
If styrofoam rose cones are
critical components. Do not apply
grandifloras and climbing roses
used, prune the bushes to allow the
mulch over the mums or other
need protection from low
cones to be placed over the plants.
perennials until the soil has been
chilled after several frosts and if
temperatures Mound six to eight inches of soil
the area tends to be a little wet at
and rapid
around the ba~ of the plants.
temperature
times, reduce the thickness of
Then place the cone over the rose,
changes to
securing it with bricks or other
mulch.
A good winter mulch for mums
prevent winter heavy objects. If not provided,
can be a three-inch layer of
injury or
small holes or slits should be
shredded leaves, clean straw or
possible death. placed in the top of the cones to
pine needles. If this mulch is
Bush type provide ventilation.
applied while the soil is still fairly roses are protected by hilling or
Providing winter protection for
mounding soil around the base of climbing roses is a little more
warm, the roots may not reach a
completely dormant condition and the plants. Begin by removing
difficult. The canes must be
winter injury can occur.
fallen leaves and other debris from removed from the trellis and
The word "hardy"
around each plant. Use twine to
carefully bent to the ground. Cover
chrysanthemum has been used,
loosely tie the canes together to
the canes with a few inches of soil
since these should survive from
prevent excessive whipping of the and then mulch with straw.
year to year. Since florist mums
canes by strong winds. Mound soil
Winter protection should be in
are often tender varieties, they may eight to ten inches around the
place by mid November. The
not make it through the winter
canes. Place straw or shredded
materials should be removed
when planted in the landscape.
leaves over the soil mound for
before growth begins in the spring,
(MJM)
additional protection.
. usually early April. (MJM)

Timely care needed for
hardy chrysanthemums
Hardy mums may well be the
best known fall flowering
perennial. Two questions often
asked now about mums are "What
needs to be
done to the
mums now?"
and, "What
can be done to
insure their
winter
'----""'-------' survival?".
The quality of the mum plants
in the fall as well as the quality
and quantity of the flowers
depends on the care that was given
to them during the summer.
Fertilizing mums with a soluble
fertilizer is usually helpful in the
spring up until the flowers show
color. Watering during the
growing season is also important,
especially during drought periods.
As soon as the flowers are killed
by a hard freeze, the blooms
should be cut off. This can be
done quickly with hedge shears.
However, do not be tempted to cut
down the mum stems with leaves
as long as the foliage remains
green and normal looking. Like all
perennials, the leaves produce food
which can be stored in the roots.
After the leaves tum brown, the

Winterize your roses

Japanese maple (reddish purple)
and ash (yellow or purple).
When you're thinking fall color,
consider the color provided by
fruits as well as foliage.
The fruits of hawthorn and
mountain ash (reddish-orange),
flowering crab (pink, red, orange
or yellow) and shrubs such as
pyracantha (orange), cotoneaster
(red), viburnum (red or black),
barberry (red), snowberry (white)
and yew (Pinkish-red) add color to
the landscape in the fall and, in the
case of some crabapples and.
hawthorns, well into the winter.
The opportunity to watch the
birds and animals that feed on
some of these fruits can be an
added benefit of planting these
trees and shrubs in your home
grounds. (DJ)

GARDEN

GOSSIP
HOTLINE

471-7179
Accessible from any }Jhon~

<

Keeping trees healthy key to longevity Save annuals from frost

Healthy trees are an asset to the
home landscape. Keep them
healthy by following good cultural
practices and they will give you
years of service and enjoyment.
First, plant hardy species in
sites where they're adapted to
grow. Trees not adapted to our
climate may
survive for
several years
but could die
when put
under a severe
stress
' - -_ _ _ _~......I situation.
Plant trees properly. Make sure
all non-biodegradable materials are
removed from the roots and trunk
at planting time.
Water newly planted trees
during dry weather. Hold off
fertilizing them until the second
year after planting. Fertilizer
applied at the time of planting can
damage new root growth and

weaken or kill the new tree.
Avoid injuring trees like
running into them with lawn
mowers and other lawn and garden
equipment. Mulching around trees
instead of planting grass next to
the trunks will keep mowers at a
safe distance. Use two to three
inches of bark or wood chips.
Mulching will help conserve soil
moisture and in most cases the
trees will grow faster.
Choose and use lawn and
garden chemicals - particularly
herbicides - with care to avoid
injuring trees and shrubs. Read all
label instructions before
application.
Avoid or minimize the use of
deicing salt around trees and other
landscape plants.
Remove broken, diseased or
dead branches promptly and
properly so they don't give insects
and disease organisms a place to
get established. Make all pruning

cuts close to the callus collar on
tree trunks or the connecting
branch. This encourages healing
and reduces the need for further
surgical procedures.
Treat insect and disease
problems as necessary. These
problems are most noticed in July
and August and should be treated
when they first appear.
Protect trees during
construction. Prevent wounds and
compaction of soil around tree
roots by erecting fences around
tree trunks to keep heavy
equipment at a distance. Avoid
changing the grade around landscape trees. Piling even a few
inches of soil over a tree's roots or
exposing portions of the root
system can kill sensitive trees.
Never pile clay soils against tree
trunks. Keep soil away by
constructing a well around the tree.
(DJ)

Preserving the garden gourd
Garden gourd ornaments can
last for years. And, the wide
variety of shapes and colors
intrigue young and old.
Harvest and preservation
methods make the difference
between nifty decorations and
rotten messes. To start with, leave
gourds on the vine until they
mature fully.
The shell must be hard to cure
properly so try the thumbnail test.
A ripe gourd will not be indented
easily by the thumbnail. A light
frost helps harden the shell.
However, harvest before a severe
freeze. Unripe gourds that are
harvested too soft, rot quickly.
Cut the ripe gourd from the
vine, leaving a section of stem

attached. Don't bruise the outer
shell - that opens the way for rot.
After harvest, bring the gourds
inside and
wash with
soapy water
to which a
little
disinfectant
or chlorine
bleach has
been added. The object is to wash
away any soil or organisms which
can cause rot. Store gourds in a
dry, airy location at 70 degrees
Fahrenheit for several weeks. This
hardens the shell further and
allows more drying.
After this curing process, the

The first killing frost need not
spell the end of your flowering
annuals. You can save a few plants
from frost and grow them as house
plants.
Coleus, geraniums, impatiens
and fibrous-rooted begonias can
be grown indoors in the winter.
The key is to provide them with
enough light to keep stems from
getting long and straggly and leaves
from becoming sparse and small.
Because natural light levels are
so low in the winter, this usually
means growing plants under
artificial light.
Before you need to worry about
that, of course, you need plants to
grow. Take cuttings and start new
plants from them, though you can,
also, overwinter whole plants.
Take three to four inch cuttings
from the tops ofthe plants. Remove
the leaves on the bottom third or
half of each cutting and insert the
cut end ofthe stem in damp perlite,
vermiculite, pe.at or coarse sand.
Place cuttings out of direct
sunlight and water as needed to
keep the rooting medium moist. It
should take them about six weeks
to develop roots one-half to one
inch long. At that point, they can
be transplanted into four inch pots
or house plant potting soil and
placed in a sunny window or under
artificial light to grow.
You can save entire plants either
bare root or potted.
To preserve bare-rooted

geraniums, dig them before they're
frosted and tie them in bundles.
Then hang the bundles. upsidedown in a cellar or other cool,
moist area. Temperatures should
be around 45 degrees Fahrenheit
and humidity at least 80 percent.
Plants to be potted should be
dug before frost. Dig up as much
or the root system as you can and
pot the plant in a container big
enough to hold all the roots. Use a
soil mixture of one part soil, one
part sand and one part pe.at.
Cut back the tops of the plants
by half. Water whenever the soil
feels dry, and fertilize about once
a month with a house plant
fertilizer, following label
directions. Grow in a sunny south
window or under artificial light.
Plants grown under artificial
light will tend to be bushier and
more compact and are more likely
to bloom during the winter than
plants grown in natural light.
Ordinary fluorescent tubes are
adequate for plant growth. A
combination of one warm white
and one cool white is
recommended, but all cool white
bulbs is OK.
The easiest way to provide
plants with 12 to 16 hours of light
per day is to put the lights on a
timer that turns them on and off
automatically. If plants are near a
sunny south window, lighting them
for a few hours in the evening
should be sufficient. (DJ)

gourd should emit a hard ring
when rapped with the knuckle. At
that point you're ready for the final
preservation stage. Apply several
thin coats of paste wax or a similar
floor wax to the gourd's shell.
Varnish is another option.
Besides the multi-colored gourd
type, there is the "dipper" gourd,
used for bird houses, water
dippers, etc. Brown or yellow is
the usual color. Harvest as
previously described, except the
insides must be removed. After
bringing it indoors, saw off the
Now's the time to control next control is sanitation by removing
gourd's top and remove the
the plant tops (bury or bum them)
insides. Replace the top and hang year's peony diseases. Botrytis
this month. Cut the tops off flush
in a well-ventilated place for
blight is caused by a fungus that
several months. (DJ)
overwinters on dead peony leaves, with the top of the ground. (DJ)
stem and roots. The easiest

Peony disease control
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Fall is optimum time for alfalfa weed control
Fall is an excellent time to
cOntrol weeds in established
alfalfa., Fields that were weedy
this year will almost certainly be
weedy again next year unless you
take preventative measures. Often
a problem may not become evident
until the alfalfa "greens up" in the
spring when it is too late for most
herbicides. This year get a jump
. on the problem.
For alfalfa established one year
or longer, Karmex, Lexone,
Sencor, Sinbar and Velpar are ~
available. These herbicides
control both winter annual grasses
and broadleaf weeds including

downy brome and pennycress.
Karmex is best suited to low
organic matter soils. Treat either
in late fall or early spring. Any of
the herbicides can cause alfalfa
injury on soils containing less than
1% organic mattei.
Butyrac or Butoxone (2,4-DB)
can be used to control pennycress
and other mustards in both
established alfalfa and new
seedings where plants have at least
trifoliolate leaves. These
herbicides should not be used
where temperatures will drop to 40
degrees Fahrenheit within three
days after application. Buctril is

. also effective under these
situations and can be used on new
seedings, but should not be used if
temperatures are above 70 degrees
Fahrenheit.
If downy brome is a problem in
alfalfa seeded last spring or
summer, Kerb can be applied after
late October. It controls winter
annual grasses and can be used on
both this year's seedings and older
stands of alfalfa. In established
The 1992 harvest season, as of heating. Reduce the recommended
alfalfa, downy and other annual
the copy deadline for this issue of moisture contents by 1% when
bromes are most economically
storing low quality grain. This
controlled with Sencor or Lexone. the NEBLINE, appeared to have
includes immature grain. severely
the potential to pose some .
(WS)
cracked and damaged grain and
challenges in the area of grain
grain subject to previous insect or
handling for area producers. The
mold activity.
first objective, of course, is to
The moisture recommendations
harvest the grain. Then for some
home. These invading insects are producers another task is apparent. in Table 1 refer to the wettest grain
in the bin, not the average moisture
How do I store this grain to
merely nuisance pests. Onset of
maintainquality? (For tips on how content. Hot spot development
cold temperatures will prevent
often starts in pockets of high
to effectively use natural air
their movement into homes,
drying, see related article below.) moisture grain which can occur as
although warm winter days may
The moisture content at which the result of improper drying,
result in some activity. Sometimes
condensation, binroof or sidewall
the grain should be stored to
in the spring, there is further
leaks or moisture migration.
maintain quality depends on the
activity around and into houses.
Aeration can help disperse these
type of grain, the length of the
Caulking cracks around windows
and foundations will help prevent storage period and the temperature moisture pockets and equalize
moisture contents within the bin.
of the grain while in storage. In
their entry although these insects
For an excellent refresher
other words, a well-designed and
can squeeze through very small
course on properly aerating grain,
managed aeration system can be
openings. Insecticide sprays
call the University of Nebraska
around entry points may limit their used to either temporarily hold
Cooperative Extension in
entry somewhat, higher moisture grain at cool
temperatures or to store dry grain Lancaster County, 471-7180 or
but these
treatments may for several years. Recommended stop by and request NebGuides
stored grain moisture contents for G84-692, "Aeration of Stored .
not be as
. Grain" and G87-862, "Holding
Nebraska are listed in Table 1.
effective as
Wet Grain with Aeration". (DV)
These recommendations assume
many people
Elm Lea/Seell.
would like them the grain is aerated to prevent
to be. For more information about
Table 1. Maximum recommeded stored grain moisture contents for
these insect pests, consult
aerated grain.
NebGuides G-486 "Crickets", GCorn and
237 "Boxelder Bugs" and G-293,
Storage Period
Sorghum
Soybeans
"Elm LeafBeetles". All are
available at no cost from the
15.5%
13%
Marketed by June
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in
14%
12%
Up to one year
Lancaster County, 444
Cherrycreek Rd., Lincoln, NE
13%
11%
Over one year
68528. (BPS)

Grain a little wet?

Ounce of pest prevention worth pound of cure!
As fall approaches, all animals
seek shelter from the upcoming
cold winter months. For most of
us, these "critters" are unwelcome
if they seek shelter in our houses.
Common fall-invading, fourlegged, pests include mice and
rats. A number of insects have
been reported to invade homes in
the fall, the most common are
crickets, boxelder bugs and elm
leaf beetles.
Mice and Rats
Effective deterrence of invading
mice and rats involves removal of
potential food sources and nesting
areas. Also, eliminate openings
larger than 114" through which
these rodents can enter a building.
Cracks should be sealed with metal
or cement, although steel wool will
provide a temporary filler.
Buildings that store grains are
always at risk of rodent infestation,
but many of us don't realize that
dog food makes a great mousechow. It has all the nutrients that
mice need to thrive, so be sure to
seal pet food in mouse-proof
containers. In the case of an
infestation, traps and/or
rodenticides can be used to reduce
populations. For more information
on control measures, refer to
NebGuides G92-1105-A,
"Controlling House Mice" and
G92-1106-A, "Controlling Rats".
Both are available at no ch~e
from the University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County.

Insect Invaders
Crickets
In late summer, crickets often
enter homes and become a
nuisance by damaging stored

goods, natural-fiber clothing or by
making noise. Crickets are
nocturnal and display a preference
for tight spaces like cracks and
crevices. They usually enter
buildings in search of moisture.
Strongly-lit porch and window
lights attract some species of
cricket although one type of
cricket (the camel cricket) prefers
a damp, darkened basement.
Cricket control involves limiting
harborage near the house to reduce
populations close to the building.
For example, clean up around the
foundation of the house by
thinning overgrown shrubbery,
removing weeds and leaves,' and
moving frrewood away from the
house. Crickets often congregate
under garbage cans so elevate cans
on bricks or cement blocks. Tightfitting doors and basement
windows and caulked foundation
cracks will help reduce entry
points. Because crickets must
have moisture to survive,
eliminating moisture sources,
repairing leaky pipes and reducing

damp conditions will help make
the indoor environment unsuitable
for cricket invaders.
Boxelder Bugs and Elm Leaf
Beetles
Like their names suggest, both
of these insects feed on large trees
during summer months. Because
both search for shelter when
temperatures
cool down, they
are common
insect pests to
enter homes
during the fall.
BtJ«euw bag
Neither of these
insects would be likely to damage
houseplants or anything else in the

ANNOUNCING
1993 MIDWEST
MARKETING CONFERENCE
This is the one you don't want to miss!

December 17, 1992 Lincoln, Nebraska
Come and hear the TOP
Ag marketers in the country ...

·Scott Stewart
.Dan Manternach
Stewart-peterson
Pro-Fanner
Dr. James Kendrick, UNL
Keynote Speaker: Gene FranCiS, "Living in Russia"

WHEN: December 17,19929:00
a.m. to 3:15 p.m. (Registration8to 9 a.m.)
(Storm date December 18)
WHERE: Southeast Community College, lincoln, NE '",."_"'" _;.'!\;,
COST: $15· lunch included
~~
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(Metro and SE SIX ExtenSion Program Units)

Natural air drying times vary in Nebraska depending on 1) harvest date; 2) moisture content; 3) airflow;
and 4) local weather conditions. Fan operating procedures can affect the time required to complete drying.
A cool fall may require fans to operate three times as many hours as in a warm fall. Whereas grain may be
dry in November during a warm fall, it may take until April to complete the process when experiencing a cool
fall.
Grain in a bin does not dry uni-formly. Drying occurs in a 1-2 foot zone which moves up through the grain
(see figure 1). The moisture content of com behind this zone approaches equilibrium with the drying air. The
moisture content ahead of it remains relatively unchanged. Thus, the com nearest the grain surface is most
likely to spoil if the drying zone moves too slowly.
The rate of
movement of the drying zone depends on 1) drying air conditions, 2)
moisture content of the com, and 3) the fan's airflow rate.
Movement ofthe drying zone is most directly related
to airflow. If the airflow rate is doubled, the drying
zone moves twice as fast. The fan should be run
continuously until the initial drying zone has moved
I-.,....".--:J'...;~~~~'?~~~~,.., through the grain and all com is dried to at least 18%.
Weather conditions have less impact on drying zone
movement. Drying air conditions do affect the moisture
content of the grain below the drying zone. Use Table I
~rtJG."""-.IIC..~..c..~-,-c;.....,c;....6.....111ii-t to determine the moisture content to which com will dry
for a given air temperature and relative humidity (see
Table II for grain sorghum). For example, 50 degrees
Fahrenheit at 70% relative humidity will dry com to
___- -... 15.4% moisture.
Supplementalileat may be added in
late fall to help prevent rewetting com
behind the drying zone. This can
eliminate the need for moving a second
drying zone through the grain in spring. Adding heat can cause the com behind the drying zone to dry to a
lower moisture content. Overdrying occurs if supplemental heat levels are too high for the airflow rate.
Higher air temperatures may even create mold problems in the wet com at the top of the bin. Generally, it's
better to speed the drying front movement by increasing the airflow rate rather than adding supplemental heat.
For more information, refer to the NebGuide "Natural Air Com Drying" (G85-760) available at the
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County. (DV)

......-----------------......----.&

Plus, featuring the following educational workshops:
.Producing a Realistic Marketing Plan/Selecting a Broker Dr. James Kendrick/Scott Stewart
·Global/Local Weather Forecasting - Bryce Anderson
·Options Trading - Sid Woolfolk

SPON:'JRED BY:

Natural air· drying

~

f,fIjoutheast community college

Assure yourself a seat by pre-registering ... caIl1-800-779-500 ext. 310

~----------------------------------,

Table 1. Equlllbrium moisture l:outeut for sbelled l:oru.

Table 2. Egulllbrium moisture l:onteut for grain sorgbum.
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Take the Challenge: Be a Leaner Eater
Challenge 13: Eating a la HoBday

Carole's Comments
Your club is now reorganized, dues are paid. We're all set for
another year. I hope that this change went well.
Next change, a different name, Nebraska Association for Family
and Community Education. Before you get all upset, think about
it for a little while. Maybe for someone who has never heard about
us this name might be more descriptive ofwhat we are really about
and what we do.
October. a beautiful month in Nebraska. Take time to enjoy the
nature around you. Also, take time to enjoy our activities.
Proclamation
Whereas: The family is the core of society; and
Whereas: The well-being oftbe family is dependent upon the
development of the value system; and
Whereas: The homemaker has the responsibility to guard the
morals and ideals of the family; and
Whereas: Extension Homemaker club members continue in the
education program in cooperation with the Cooperative
Extension in making significant betterment of family
living; and
Whereas: We recognize this great undertaking;
Now therefore, 1, ClU'ole Doeschot, COIIJlCU chair, do proclmm
October 11 throllgh 17 National Extension Homemakers Week.

The following is part ofa yearlong series on healthy eating. It's based on materials developed by Nebraska
Project LEAN.
When you are the guest... you are in control 01 what you select, but not what Is served ..
tOffer to bring a dish. Prepare this dish with low-fat cooking methods or with a low-fat recipe. Be prepared
to share the recipe with others!
tIdentify the low-fat foods being served and build your meal around them.
t For your favorite foods that are high in fat, take smaller portions. It's usually acceptable to cut a portion in half.
Whenlood is part 01your festival ... don't let your good intentions to eat low-fat collapse...
tTry a few spcclallow-fat recipes ahead of your party; include the ones you like in your holiday celebrations.
This recipe can be the beginning of new low~fat traditions!
t Plan for balance and moderation. Remember: fruits, vegetables, grains, low·fat dairy products and lean meats
are ideal when you want to cat lean. Include foods from each group in your meill, and you won't have room ~
overindulge!
Holidays can be challenging times for the leaner eater. Take the challenge! Be a leaner eater, but don't give
up flavor and the fun of eating the finest foods ...set out to enjoy everything in moderation. Good health takes
more than a diet oflow-fat foods; it requires many nutrients that can be found only in a diet with variety including
fruits, vegetables, low..fat dairy foods, grains and lean meats. Happy Celebrations!
You don't have to give up special celebration foods to be a lean eater; just use a few tricks to skim some fat out
of your holiday!
Holidays and parties are times when rich foods are part of the tradition. Take a look at some favorites:
Calories
of Fat
120
100
150

Grams
from Fat
5

0/0

Calories

The NCHEC District D fall meeting will be held in Syracuse on
October 20. This will probably be the last district meeting as such
(another change). If you would like to go, it is open to any member,
let me know, we need to register by October 12.
.

Fudge, 1" square
38%
Cheeseball, 2 Tablespoons
8
72%
Eggnog, no alcohol. 112 cup
54%
9
40
34%
Shortbread. I" diameter
1.5
Pecan Pie, 118 of 9" pie
500
28
50%
Chocolate birthday cake, 2" square
42%
233
10.8
If you set out to avoid all the foods that have fat, you will probably miss them. Missing them may cause you
to overindulge later.
Instead, set out to enjoy everything in moderation. Try a few of these tips to skim the fat, but not the flavor,
out of your holiday celebrations:
When you are the host...you 'II want to please your guests I Your guests may be hoping you'll serve some lowfatloods ...
tlnclude several low-fat foods along with the traditional foods your guests will expect. Many people will
appreciate the low·fat choices.
tAllow your guests to choose the foods they want; don't force extra portions.
tWhen possible, serve your food from one location. This technique allows guests to stand away from the food
where they won't be tempted to overindulge.

Achievement Day will be Monday, October 26
10 a.m. Registration and coffee
10:30 Learnshop-AtticBasketsandCalicobyRoxanneO'Hare
11 :40 - 12:30 p.m. Luncheon - Bring a healthy covered dish
12:30 Sing Along
12:50 District D Director - PegBY Leefers

Challenge:
Now take a moment to plan a strategy that you can use to control the amount of high-fat foods you eat at a
celebration. Think of your favorite party food; then write down at least two strategies you can use to control the
portion you eat.
My favorite party food is
. (example: chips and dip, fried mushrooms, nuts, etc.)
try these strategies to eat lean at my next party:
I1.will
________________________________________________________________
__

1 Women and Health - Peg Pierson

2 Humming Birds - Cathy Christensen

2. _____________________________________________________________

Tables will be set up for displays. We would like for those of
you who entered the cultural arts contest to bring your entries for
all to see. All of you are asked to bring some of your band work.
It's fun to see what everyone bas made.
Don't forset Council meeting. September 28, 7 to 9 p.m.
.. ClII'ol. DHle/tot, Ro... BxtIn,lo11 Club COlllleU

CIt.,

Planning ahead Is a key to successfullow-Iat eating! Congratulations! You have completed the challenge.
importaDt lefor••doll
Look for an evaluation of our continuing series on lean eating in the November NEBLlNE. Return the
evaluation and have your name entered in a drawing for a hard cover, 542 page, American Heart Association
Cookbook, courtesy of the Heart Association.
Our thanks to the Lincoln Division ofthc American HeartAssociation for their cooperation in helping promote
low-fat eating! (AH)

---------------------------------------------All programs. unl... otherwise noted, will be held at the Lancuter Extension Conference
Road, Lincoln. Call the extension efflce at 471·7180 for mere Information or

"Body Image - What You Weigh or What You Wear"
Tuesday, October 20, 1 • 3 p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m.

Do you feel you're about 5 to 20 pounds above your "ideal" weight and that you'd like to look more
slender? Are you satisfied with your current weight but still feel that you "look" overweight? Would
you like to learn more about whether you're at a IIheahhy" weight?
Participants will receive a 15-page handout. Fee is $5. NOTE: The fee for 4-H leaders, junior leaders
and parents is $3.
'
"Coffee and Conversation About" series •.. Cooklng With Younger Kids
Saturday. October 3, 10:30 .. 11: 30 a.m.

This class can help if you'd like to start cooking with your 5 or 6 year old but have concerns about:
finding the time, making a mess, sources of recipes, age-appropriate activities and avoiding kitchen
accidents. Fee is $1.
Indulging Without pulglng

Saturday. November 14, 10:30 .. 11:30 a.m.
Learn MORE about eating LESS (while still enjoying food I) in situations such as these: parties, eating
out, family gatherings. afterwork socializing. business meals, receptionSlteas/etc. Fee is $1.

Home "Updates" That Increa.e Re..le Value Workshop
Thursday, October ", 1 -1:30 and 7 .. B:3D p.m.
When remodeling or redecorating, consider which improvements also add to resale value. Learn
which features appeal most to future owners. Joan Anderson. a licensed realtor with a Ph.D. in
consumer science, will be the presenter of the workshop. The class fee is $4 per person or $6 for
a couple sharing materials, payable at the door. To register or for more information, call 471-7180.
How to Calculate Net Worth - How Much Is Enough?
Thursday, November 12, 1-2:30 or 7,.,:30 p.m.

The first step toward getting control of your money is learning your current financial situation by doing
a net worth sttement. Learn how to calculate your net worth and use this information to aid you
checking progress toward finacial goals. Marilyn Scheinost, a certified financial planner with a
master's degree in consumer science, will be the presenter. The class fee is $4 per person or $6 for
couple sharing materials.

Home Extension News Briefs
"Catering as a Business" Workshop
An all-day workshop on business aspects of catering will be held
Monday, November 16. The program is targeted to persons already
involved in catering as well as those interested in starting a catering
business. Call the extension office (471 ~ 7180) if you'd like a flyer with
more information and a registration form. (AH)
55 Alive Mature Driving Course
Cy Miller. representative for the AARP Mature Driving Course, will
be teaching 55 Alive, an eight hour class, on Monday and Thursday,
November 9 and 12, from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. each day. Registration
fee for the complete course is $8.
Interested persons are asked to register for the class by phoning the
extension office, 471-7180. Participants are asked to bring a sack
lunch. Beverages will be available. (LB)
World Food Day is held annually to commemorate the creation of the
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (UNIFAO).
The all-day event will be held Friday, October 16 at the East CampUs
Union. Sponsors of the event are the International Programs Division
of IANR, the Nebraska Department of Agriculture and the Lincoln
Interfaith Council. The public is encouraged to attend all or part of the
program. Please call the International Programs office (472-2758) for
more information. (LJ)
EFNEP Pyramid Goes National
The July NEBLINE reported on the food pyramid puzzle developed
by the Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP) for
summer programming in the parks. The pyramid puzzle has continued
to be a popular activity at community sites and with other 4-H groups.
On August 13. 1992 the puzzle, as it was presented at the Malone
Community Center by Sondra Phillips, nutrition advisor, was included
as part of a national satellite video conference sponsored by the
Cooperative Extension -USDA. The broadcast featured information on
the research base supporting the food guide pyramid. and also highlighted
ways in which the pyramid had been used in educational programs
throughout the United States. (U)
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Salute to
4-H Stars!
Members and leaders are the
stars of the 4-H program. Two
upcoming events salute these stars.
Tuesday, October 27, 4-H
members' accomplishments will
be celebrated at the annual4-H
Achievement Night. 4-H members
receiving county awards and
scholarships will be honored at
the event beginning at 7:30. A1l4H families and friends are
welcome to help recognize these
members. The county award
books and scholarship applications
are due October 1.
Leaders and other volunteers
will be honored at the 4-H Honors
Banquet, Tuesday, November 17.
Special recognition will be given
to meritorious service recipients,
VIPS chairpersons, 4-H Council
members, 4-H Recruiters and 5,
10,15,20 and 25 year leaders.
Join us as we salute our 4-H
stars! (JL)
~~~~~" =-=~"~<'"-~~" ~~,~" ~~~~, < -~~~,"

Members of the county-wide 4-H Cat Club,
Paws & Claws, have had a pur-r...fect year

~-.~~.-
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National4-.B,Week
October 4.. 10, 1992. Tell friends and the community about
what YOU do as a 4-H member.
Clothing Project Assistance
"Body Image-What You Weigh or What You Wear", October
20, 1..3 p.m. or 7~9 p.m. 4-H leaders, junior leaders and
patents will receive additional information about how to
incorporate important Body Image concepts into a variety of
4-H projects. Reduced fee is $3 for these people. (Additional
infoonation .. Home Economics, page 4).

Pictured are some of the club members with their club t-shirts. The
front of the shirt features a cat face incorporated into a "furry" clover.
The back spells out the club name in fuzzy paws and white sharpened
claws. Members, leaders and family members as club supporters, were
allowed to pick their own shirt color, resulting in a club rainbow.
A visible sign of 4-Hlcat participation are the paw prints earned by
taking part in club, county and state 4-H activities. (Examples:
demonstrations, club meetings, showmanship, leadership, etc.) (ALH)
__

"O~~O~_"~_"~<_"_'~~~~~'_'~_~_~

HEAR YE!! HEAR YE!! HEAR YEt!

~

Community service?
LincolnCenterKi~anisneeds

;< ,

~:

4-H Achievement Program
October 27, 7:30 p.m. will be the opportunity to gather and
recognize 4-H accomplishments.

volunteers, 4-H members or adults,
Nortb Central Regional 4-H Leaders Forum
to help clear and set tables at their ~ ;
November 5-8 at Purdue University in West Lafayette,
Indiana is the time to be "charged" with 4~H. Call Maureen
annual pancake feed, Thursday,
~,
November 5. Two shifts are
~
if you are interested in attending.
available, 5:00-6:30 p.m. or 6: 157:30 p.m. If you or your club
,i ~ CatVIPS
Interested in becoming a member ofthe Cat VIPS committee?
, would like to help, call Lorene at ~
j 471-7180. Kiwanis supports many ."j
Call Belinda Gillam at 475-6505 for infonnation. (JL)
4-H activities throughout the year. ~
t

INTRODUCING THE STEAM TEAM
Skills for leadership through Teamwork, Effort, Activity and
Membership is the theme for a new club being formed. This club
is called the STEAM TEAM and is being formed for leaders and
leaders to be!! Membership will be open to anyone in Lancaster
County interested in developing leadership abilities and who has
completed two years of club-work.
The goal of this club is to provide opportunities for 4-H'ers age
12 and older to develop, expand and implement leadership skills in
order to become productive members of tomorrow's society. These
leadership skills will be developed through activities which are fun,
educational, recreational and club/community centered.
You, as a member of this club, will pm your efforts into learning!
refining officer skills, doing community service, perfonning new
member counseling, serving as speakers for other clubs or community
organizations and other activities specifically designed toward
developing the leader in you!!
To become a member, or to have your questions answered, call
Carol Tucker at 464-9576.
The STEAM TEAM wants YOU!! (MHB)
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4-B Horse VIPS Officer Nominations
On October 13, the Lancaster County 4-H Horse VIPS Committee
will be announcing nominations for next year's VIPS officers. The
meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Lancaster Horse Te8lDs to Compete at Nationals
Lancaster County is fortunate to have two horse teams competing at
a national level in 1992. The Lancaster County Horse Bowl team and
Horse Judging team both captured championship honors at the 1992
Fonner Park State 4-H Horse Exposition at Grand Island in July. The
horse bowl team will be competing in Denver at the Western National
4-H Horse Classic on October 17 and the horse judging team will
compete at the Quarter Horse Congress in Columbus, Ohio on October
20.
Members of the horse bowl team are Melissa Brown, Sara Cusick,
Anne McCabe and Melody Nielsen. Coaches are Kendra Holman and
Leanna Schlesiger.
Members of the horse judging team are Staci Pesek, Melody Nielsen,
Alyson Young and Angie Kruml. Angie Kruml was named high point
individual in the State Horse Judging Contest at Fonner Park in July.
The Horse Judging team coach is Kendra Kitt.
Lancaster County Welcomes Rockin' Rangers
Lancaster County is pleased to welcome a new 4-H club this year in
Lancaster County called the Rockin' Rangers. Club leaders are Katie
and Rich Fortner and their daughter, Courtney, is junior leader. The
club's project leader is Dr. Susan Straub. Dr. Straub also has two
children who are members in the club.
The Rockin' Rangers 4·H Horse Club has seven members, but unlike
other 4-H horse clubs in Lancaster County, four of the children are
physically challenged. These four club members have been attending
ring practices all summer and participated in a special demonstration at
the 1992 Lancaster County Fair. According to the leaders, the club
would not be successful without all the people who have volunteered
their time and horses to help the Rocldn' Rangers physically challenged
members. Dr. Straub is a member of the North American Riding for the
Handicapped Association (NARHA). She has attended a three-day
instructor workshop sponsored by NARHA which trained people to«
better assist individuals with physical challenges. (WLS)
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Hunter Safety Course Offered
A hunter safety course to certify youth to hunt in Nebraska is
scheduled for Lincoln in October. The course includes four class
sessions. The class dates are October 1, 6,8 and 13. Each 2 112 hour
class will begin at 6:30 p.m. Sessions will be held at the Lancaster
Extension Conference Center, 444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln.
Nebraska's mandatory Hunter Education law requires that all'
youngsters age 12 through 1Ssuccessfully complete a 10..hour course.
There is no maximum age limit, and penons who plan to hunt in other
states are usually required by those states to have completed hunter
safety instruction and have a hunter safety card.
This course is an excellent opportunity for young hunters who need
to obtain certification. Parents are encouraged to attend with their
youths.
Reservations are required for these classes and can be made by
calling the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission's Lincoln office at
(402) 471-5478. (DV)
Bunter education class
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission in cooperation with
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County is
offering a free Hunter Education Class in October.
Nebraska's mandatory hunter education law requires that all
youngsters age 12 through IS successfully complete a 1O-hour hunter
education course before they hunt.
Minimum student age is anyone who attains their 11 th birthday in the
yearthe class is being taught. There is no maximum age limit and some
hunters planning to hunt in other states also may need to successfully
complete the hunter education course.
Classes will be held at the Lancaster Extension Conference Center
on October 1, 6, 8 and 13,6:30 to approximately 9:00 p.m.
Beginning January 1, 1993,personsbomonorafterJanuary 1, 1977
will be required to have successfully completed a bowhuntereducation
course if they wish to hunt archery deer, antelope or wild turkey in
Nebraska.
A bowhunter class will also be offered in cooperation with the
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission. The class will be offered
September 29 and October 1, 7:00-9:30 p.m.
Call the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission at 471·0641 to
register. (DV)

Local family featured in 1993
Celebrating Family 4-H Calendar .
The Celebrating Family 4-H Calendar is a high-quality wall calendar
that truly represents what 4-H is all about. Each month features a full-color
photograph of a 4-H family working or playing together. The November
page features the Dwayne Wittsruckfamily from Denton. Infonnationand
activities to help build stronger families and tempting bread recipes are also
included. The cost of the calendars are $4 of which $1 is contributed to the
local program and $1 is donated to state and national programs. Ifyour club
is interested in the calendar project as a fund raiser or if you would like to
purchase the calendar, call the extension office at 471 ..7180. It is an
excellent buy and would be a great gift for friends, neighbors, 4-H leaders
and supporters! (MHB)

Ghostwriter
New mystery adventure series
created by Children's
Television Worksbop
-The new mysteryJadvellture
series Olt"twMr mixes the beat
of contemporary music videos, the
compelling imagery and energy of
today'.s most popular movies and
television and the fictional
tradition of child detectives. It
shows seven to ten year olds that
reading and writing are relevant,
rewarding and just plain fun.
The 42..part series premiers on
NETV Sunday, October 4 at 6 p.m.
The University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County will have a
limited supply of mini-magazines
which supplementthe series. The
full color, highly interactive
magazine includes puzzles, fiction
and exciting writing activities.
Call 471-7180 for more
information. (MHB)

Judgl-ng team
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Saturday afternoon, August 29,
the Lancaster County Judging
Team met at the Scott Lorenson
farm where 17 judges age 9-17
placed and gave reasons on a nice
class of market lambs.
They then traveled to Roger
Maah's and placed a class of
market hogs and a nice class of
breeding guilts.
MarV Mueller's farm was the
next stop where the team placed a
class of beautiful beef breeding
heifers.
They then returned to Lorensons
where they delivered three more
sets of reasons. After the workout,
the team ate pizza and enjoyed a
game ofvoUeyball.
Scott Lorenson is Lancaster
County's Livestock Judging coach
and anyone interested in being
contacted about future practices
with the team this fall or next
spring should call Scott at 4837160 or Dave Swarts at 471-7180.
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Musk Thistle poses real
threat to grassland areas

Weed Awareness
Noxious Weed Control Authority News
Russel Shultz, Superintendent
Jennifer Lynne, Chief Inspector

Noxious Weed Inspection Program
sums up spring/summer statistics
Due to the.cool weather, the
noxious weed season lasted until
the end of July instead of the end
of June. Landowners had to
provide considerable follow-up
control to deal with late
maturing plants and the many
musk thistle that acted like
spring annuals. The weed control
authority staff responded
well to this difficult season.
Private and public landowners
put out an extra effort to keep
noxious weeds under control.
As a result noxious weed control
accomplishments were
outstanding. Following is a
summary of the inspection and
control results.

tures had 65 infestations on
1564 acres. 523 notices and 742
letters were sent to landowners
with infestations.
335 leafy spurge inspections
were made. 109 of the inspections
were on private land and 226 on
public land. 98 notices were sent
to private land owners and 6 letters
were sent to public land managers.
27 inspections were made of
Canada thistle infestations. One
inspection found diffuse knapweed which was added to the
noxious weed list last year.

infestations on 552 acres of private
land controlled. Public agencies
provided control 348 acres. 168
sites on county roadsides were
sprayed for the fourth year.
Problem sites scbeduled for fall
inspection

Musk Thistle can be a big threat
to the 90,000 acres of pasture,
rangelands and CRP in Lancaster
County.
Forage losses can be quite high.
One musk thistle per square foot
can reduce bromegrass 33 percent,
and densely infested areas are
inaccessible to livestock,
effectively causing 100 percent
loss of grazing potential in the
infested area. This clearly cuts
carrying capacity.
Unfortunately, when musk
thistle goes untreated, it infests
wider areas. Even if a stand of
bolted musk thistle is sprayed or
mowed before it sets seed, it has
already damaged a patch of grass
and kept cattle from getting into
the area.
View musk thistle control as a
part of grass management.
Weakened pastures are vulnerable
to blowing seeds. Thistle infested
pasture cannot support the same
stocking rate as good lush grass.
Cattle will overgraze the good
grass, allowing the thistles to
spread onto weaker areas. Thus,
the problem just gets bigger.

Inspection began September 14th
on 719 sites. The sites selected for
fall inspection were those that
were not controlled this summer,
that had a moderate or severe
infestation, or was forced controlled. Notices will be sent
to private landowners where musk
93 % of infestations were
thistle rosettes are found. Public
controlled
land managers will be sent letters.
1301 of 1399 musk thistle
Follow-up inspections will be
infestations were controlled This made in all cases to assure that
was a 11 % increase in infestations control is carried out.
210/. more inspections
controlled over last year even
A total of 2,112 musk thistle
The 27 Canada thistle and one
inspections were made compared though this was a very difficult
diffuse knapweed infestation will
to 1748 in 1991. These inspections year to control musk thistle. Land- be inspected and sprayed this fall.
on over 20,000 acres located 1399 owners controlled 993 infestations
on 2640 acres. Inspectors commusk thistle infestations. The
County roadsides will be sprayed
largest number of infestations
pleted the control on 262 infestaInspections will be made of
tions that covered 219 acres. 53
were on non agricultural land
roadsides that were infested with
There are many alfalfa fields
(63%). The most acres were
forced controls were carried out
musk thistle this spring. All
throughout the county with Musk
found in pastures (45%). Non
locations found to have rosettes
on 165 acres.
Thistle infestations. Mowing was
agricultural land had 1335
There were 94 leafy spurge
will be sprayed this fall.
not an effective method of control
infestations on 1143 acres. Pasin these fields. there were many
MUSK THISTLE INFESTATIONS & CONTROL
thistle
that went to bloom before
MUSK THISTLE INSPECTIONS
Spring-Summer Seasons
the first cuttings were made. As a
Spring-Summer Seasons
result, any movement of this hay
2500~------------------------------'
disseminated Musk Thistle seed.
1988
Fall emerging rosettes should be
2212
controlled in October and
1989
November, and Spring emerging
rosettes in April.
Scout your alfalfa fields for
1990
Musk Thistle rosettes. They begin
showing up by the last week in
1991
September. These plants can be
controlled by severing their roots
by hand digging or spot spraying
1992
with RoundUp. Velpar will provide
2000 some control. A light tillage
1500
1000
o
500

When large areas of musk
thistle infest a pasture, step one is
getting the weed under control. A
good fall herbicide program not
only can provide excellent musk
thistle control, it also gives
producers and applicators the time
to do it. In addition, since rosettes
are controlled early in their life
cycle, the weeds are much less
damaging to pasture.
Treatments

Use herbicides to contain large
infestations in open pasture, CRP
and other grassland areas. Fall
treatments are the standard, while
frequent mowing or digging are
options with small infestations.
In general, fall application for
musk thistle starts around October
1. Spraying with Tordon 22k can
occur until the ground freezes, or
until rosettes stop growing for the
season after a hard, killing frost.
Other effective herbicides are
Banvel, Escort, and Ally. 2-4,D
LVE may be used in combination
with the above named herbicides
or used by itself.

Quarantines to be placed
on musk thistle infested
alfalfa fields next spring

Be a "Weed Warrior"
The only way that there can be effective control of noxious weeds
is for each of us to be a noxious weed warrior. A weed warrior is:
tAware of noxious weeds.
tMakes others aware of noxious weeds.
tAbhors seeing noxious weeds going to seed on his or her or others
properties, and does something about it.
tKnows andlor has a map ofnoxious weed infestations on his or her land
as well as adjacent land.
tKnows the acceptable control methods.
tHas a plan to control noxious weeds on their own property that includes
-fall control and,
-spring control with follow-up as necessary to prevent seed
development.
tWorks on efforts to aid in control on adjacent and other properties i.e:
-controls noxious weeds on adjacent road right-of-ways (this will
not only help prevent the spread of noxious weeds but will reduce
the potential for increased taxes for public control),
-talk to neighbors about a plan to work on joint control efforts i.e.
a neighborhood association in Lincoln, a homeowners association
in a subdivision, groups of neighboring farmers, etc.,
-talk about it in your organizations-garden clubs, extension clubs,
farm organizations, homebuilders associations, village board,
real estate organizations, chambers of commerce, etc.
tKnows the individual landowners responsibility as set forth in state
law andlor local ordinances, i.e:
-all landowners are responsible for controlling the spread of
noxious weeds,
-all landowners are responsible for mowing adjoining county
roadsides once a year,
-all City of Lincoln landowners are responsible to keep all weeds
cut below 6 inches in height,
-and does not say "I am not going to control my noxious weeds
because someone else does not control theirs."

operation with a spring tooth, or
similar implement, would also
provide some control. You would
have to weigh the advantage of
partial musk thistle control with
tillage against possible damage to
the alfalfa crowns. Flowering niUSt
be prevented to avoid a quarantine
of the field.
Quarantines next spring

We will be placing a quarantine
on alfalfa fields that have
flowering Musk Thistle next spring
Any fields that are quarantined
will require that ~ll the blooming
musk thistle be controlled before
the hay is cut in order to move the
hay from the premises. There are
no known treatments to remove the .
musk thistle· seed from the hay
once it has been harvested.

Inspections, notices and forced control
Beginning early in the spring
and fall growing seasons, and
continuing until the noxious weeds
have seeded out or the ground has
frozen as the case might be,
inspections, documentations,
issuance of Legal Notices for
Control, and enforcements are
made by County Weed Control
staff.
The Nebraska Noxious Weed
Control Act and policy set forth by
the County Weed Control
Superintendent leads each
infestation or reported infestation
through a step by step process,
until a fmal disposition of the
infestation can be made.

Noxious Weed Control Act gives
the authority to field personnel to
enter upon all lands within
Lancaster County, whether public
or private, to make inspections,
collect samples, control noxious
weed infestations, etc., as part of
their prescribed duties.
Legal Notice

If noxious weeds are found on
a property, documentation and
mapping of the infestation is
completed while on-site. When
returned to the office, the legal
land ownership is determined from
County Assessor's office and
Register of Deeds records. A legal
Notice for Control is then sent to
the landowner of record by
certified mail.

Forced control

After the ten days has gone by,
the property is inspected again to
verify the type and amount of
control, if any, the landowner has
made. If nothing has been done, or
if control efforts made by the
landowner were insufficient to
control the noxious weeds, the
property is referred to the
enforcement team for ForcedControl.
Possible Lien

The enforcement division
prioritizes uncontrolled infestations
by size and stage of growth, and
schedules bids and contracting out
of the county control work on each
property, as time and resources
Inspections
allow. After completion of control
At the beginning of the season,
work, the contractor bills the
inspectors are assigned land
County Weed Control office for
Ten day control period
known to have Musk Thistle
the bid amount, and is paid by the
By law, every landowner
infestations on them in the past.
County. The County Weed
receiving a Legal Notice for
Soon after, public calls reporting
Control, in turn, bills the
Control through this office is
infestations begin to come in.
landowner for the work done, plus
And as they are performing these allowed ten days to control the
inspection fee. If the bill is not
infestation. The legal notice
inspections and other duties,
inspectors come across even more specifies control recommendations paid in full within 60 days, the law
requires that the amount owed be
infestations of noxious weeds not by the County Weed Control
Superintendent for the time of year certified to the Lancaster Country
previously documented in our
Treasurer's Office as a lien against
that the notice is sent, and gives
records.
the property.
both chemical and nonchemical
For each of these, a first
inspection is made. The Nebraska control means.
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Noxious weed control
in the city of Lincoln
Both public and private
landowners responded well to
control of musk thistle even though
this cool wet year made it difficult.
A special thanks to those involved
with city right-of-ways and city
parks for their extra efforts.
This spring and summer we
made 980 inspections on 3,068
acres in Lincoln. We found 621
infestations on 796 acres. 585
(94%) of these infestations were
controlled before they went to
seed. 73 of these infestations were
controlled by contractors or our
inspectors. 6% or 36 of these
infestations were not controlled
before some of the infestation
seeded out.
The owners of the land with
these 36 infestations have already
received a letter indicating that we
expect them to control any musk
thistle rosettes this fall. We will
began making inspections this fall

Weed Awareness

beginning September 14, 1992 on
254 problem sites in the city.
Combined. city and Noxious
Weed Program begins
The County Commissioners
entered into an agreement with
City effective September 1
creating a combined weed
program. The city of Lincoln will
be funding the cost of the noxious
weed control program within their
jurisdiction. The three city weed
inspectors will be inspecting for
noxious weeds as well as for their
weed abatement program under the
supervision of the Lancaster
County Noxious Weed Control
Authority weed control superintendent March to November.
Only one set of weed inspectors
will be making inspections in
Lincoln. The goal is to make both
programs more effective and
efficient.

Noxious Weed Control Authority News
Russel Shultz. Superintendent
Jennifer Lynne, Chief Inspector

Plan long range to control musk thistle
A long range plan is needed to
get the Musk Thistle infestation(s)
on your land under control. You
will probably have Musk Thistle in
the same locations as they were in .
past seasons. Since Musk Thistle is
such a prolific seed producer, and
the seeds remain viable in the soil
for several years, your infested
areas have a supply of seeds that
will be germinating for several
years to come, even without more
plants going to seed.
Key Points
The key to an effective Musk

Leafy spurge will not go away
The problem of leafy spurge requires a long term solution. It spreads two ways: by seed and by root.
Each plant can produce as many as 140 seeds. When seed capsules explode, they propel the seed up to 15
feet away.
From root reproduction alone a leafy spurge infestation can spread four feet per year. As you can see,
it doesn't take long for this noxious weed to cause wide spread problems.
All most all ofthe leafy spurge that the weed control authority has identified in the county was prevented
from going to seed this year as the result ofthe excellent cooperation of owners and mangers of both public
and private lands. This helped prevent its further spread. Herbicide applications that affect the spread by
roots is also needed.
The application of Tordon 22K to the fall regrowth has prove,... to be the most effective way to attack
the roots. If your site is not labeled for Tordon use other herbicide~ would help reduce the plant" s vigor
by affecting the storage of plant nutrients in the roots.

Lancaster County Weed
Control Authority

N

Prepare Now for October 1
That's when grass/leaves will no longer
be allowed In Lincoln's landfill.
Contact Your Trash HQuler

•

Try Composting and Mulching
Leave grass clippings on the lawn, or use them as
.
mulch around plantings. Mulching mowers can be. used to recycle grass
clippings into the lawn . .compost your grass and leaves instead of bagging.

Use Paper Lawn Bags
Bagging grass/leaves in plastic bags is ·no longer allowed after October 1.
Many Lincoln stores will have paper lawn bags available by September 15.

Haul Grass/Leaves Yourself
You can take your grass/leaves to the 48th Street transfer station. There is
a cost of $4 per pickup load or $1.50 per car and you must remove the
material from plastic bags.

Use a Trash Can
Some haulers may allow you to put grass/leaves in a trash can with a tight
fitting lid, or, they may be able to provide you with a 90'gallon, 2-wheel cart.
Contact your hauler for details.

Put A Lid On If

Nebraska law (LB 1257) bans yard wastes from landfills by September 1994.
Lincoln is developing a program now to conserve valuable landfill space.

'(4) providing spring follow-up
treatments for escapes and newly
germinated seedlings; and (5) not
letting a single plant go to flower.
Plan Completion
If you desire assistance in
developing your plan, or wish to
inform the Authority of the plan
you have developed, please call
this office at 471-7817.

Before • •• read the label
Before you buy a pesticide, read
the label to determine:
twhether it is the pesticide you
need for the job
twhether the pesticide can be used
safely under the application
conditions.
Before you mix the pesticide, read
the label to determine:
twhat protective equipment you
should use,
twhat the pesticide can be mixed
with (compatibility),
thow much pesticide to use,
tthe mixing procedure.
Before you apply the pesticide,
read the label to determine:
twhat safety measures you should

ewly invading weed. species get a lot of attention, but for sheer staying power it's
hard to beat Canada thistle. This weed
reduces production of pasture and rangeland in two ways: It curtails grass production
through competition for soil moisture and sunlight,
and its sharp spines deter livestock from grazing in
areas of infestation. Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense) is especially
troublesome where rangeland is interspersed with
cropland because of its effect upon crop yields.
Research has shown yield reductions of 35% in
wheat fields where there were 12 Canada thistle
shoots per square yard and yield losses of 60%
where there were 25 shoots per square yard.
Canada thistle is a member of the sunflower
famil)! Leaves are oblong to lance-shaped. and may
be irregular and deeply cut with spiny margins.
Flower heads are small, compact, and vary from
light lavender to purple in colo!
This weed is a perennial with an extensive root
system and propagates readily from seed and from
root segments. Single plants have been known to
spread 10 to 12 feet through the soil by root growth .
in a single season. Because the plant sends up
shoots and spreads from underground roots, it is
generally found growing in patches.
New shoots arising from the root system in the
spring can become fully developed plants, with
flowers, in seven to eight weeks. Thus, by root
propagation alone, a newly established. plant may
spread over an area 20 feet in diameter in one year.
Canada thistle can send up new shoots from a
depth of several feet, and roots that are unable to
grow new shoots can still survive underground for
up to five years. Within three weeks after germination a new seedling has become a perennial plant
and is capable of regenerating new plants from root
segments.
Flowers may produce 40 to 80 seeds per head.
The fluffy plumes of the seed head can travel long
distances on the wind, and this is the major means
of spread for the weed. Once Canada thistle is
established, root propagation allows spread into
surrounding soil, increasing the size of the infestation.
Because of the plant's extensive root system and
its ability to regenerate from root segments, herbicides offer the best means for controlling Canada
thistle. Herbicides must have good translocation to
.

471-7817

Due to changes in trash service, it will be more important to put regular
trash in cans with tight lids.

Thistle control program is
persistence. It should include: (1)
maintaining a map of the locations
of Musk Thistle by scouting areas
in early April and again in early
October; (2) providing control in
the rosette stage (late March to
early May and mid-September
until two weeks before hard
freeze); (3) considering fall
treatments as your base program;

follow,
twhere the pesticide can be used
(livestock, crops, structures etc.),
twhen to apply the pesticide
(including the waiting period for
crops and animals),
thow to apply the pesticide,
twhether there are any restrictions
for use of the pesticide.
Before you store or dispose of the
pesticide or pesticide container,
read the label to determine:
twhere and how to store the
pesticide,
thow to decontaminate and
dispose of the pesticide container,
twhere to dispose of surplus
pesticides.

Canada Thistle

444 Cherrycreek Road - Bldg. B

Starting October 1. Lincoln's trash haulers must make
separate pickups for grass!leaves and regular trash. Let
your trash hauler know the type of service you want.
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the roots to achieve effective control.
University research has shown the best time for
controlling Canada thistle in pasture or range is
when the plants are actively growing in the spring
or summer at the early bloom stage of growth.
Fall is also a good time to spray thistle. These
sprays should be a pplied after fall rai ns ha ve caused
the plants to resume active growth.
TOROON* 22K herbicide and STINGER* herbicide will give effective control of Canada thistle in
pastures and rangelands. All herbicides must be
used. according to label directions. Ranchers or
other landowners concerned about Canada thisUe
identification or recommended control measures
are encouraged to contact the county extension
office or weed district personnel for assistance. +
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EFNEP & Lincoln Housing Authority work together
The need for nutrition education
In an effort to work with other
and prevention of nutrition related agencies in the community to
problems is increasing in
address these two related probLancaster County. Figures from
lems, the Expanded Food and
many human service agencies
Nutrition Education Program
indicate increased use of food
(EFNEP) submitted a grant to the
stamps, community food pantries, Lincoln Housing Authority
commodity supplemental foods
proposing that the Authority
and food vouchers distributed by
partially fund an EFNEP nutrition
the Women, Infant & Children's
advisor to work in Housing
Program (WIC). Families utilizing ,Authority units during the next
food and clothing services through year. Dave Murrell. executive
the People's City, Mission have
director of the Housing Authority,
increased dramatically as have the was enthusiastic about the opportunumber of families being housed at nity, and the grant Was approved
the City Mission. The notion that by the Housing Authority board.
hOUSing and food and nutrition
On September 4. Charlene
problems often go hand in hand is Rollins, an ENFEP advisor, began
supported by these facts.
working part-time with families in
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October 1
Bowhunter Safety Course .................................................................................................... 7-9:30 p.m.
Hunter Safety Course Videoconference .............................................................................. 6:30-9 p.m.

D. Hendrick.

Extension Assistant, Media

Notice!!!
All programs and events listed in this newsletter will be held at the
Lancaster Conference Extension Center unless otherwise noted. Use
of commercial and trade names does not imply approval or constitute
endorsement by the University of Nebraska Coopertive Extension in
Lancaster County.

~ .,PRINTED WITH
I L INKTM

September 28
Home Extension Club Council Meeting ............................................................................. 7 p.m .
September 29
Bowhunter Safety Course .................................................................................................... 7-9:30 p.m.

Don D. Miner· .'

~k

Housing Authority units. It is
expected that as Charlene works
with families, positive changes
will be made not only in diets, but
also in safety and sanitation
practices in the home. As homemakers feel better as a result of
improved nutrition and learn new
skills, they are more likely to make
positive changes in other areas of
their lives. By working hand in
hand, EFNEP and the Lincoln
Housing Authority, hope to have
positive impacts in the lives of
people and in their development of
lifelong skills ,which promote a
higher quality of life for themselves and their families. (LJ)

The NEB LINE is
printed with Soy Ink
on a blend of 60%
recycled paper.

October 2
Paws & Claws Appreciation Night ...................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
October 3
Cooking With Younger Kids ............................................................................................... 10:30 a.m.
October 4-10
National4-H Week
Fire Prevention Week
October 6
Hunter Safety Course Videoconference .............................................................................. 6:30-9 p.m.
October 8
Hunter Safety Course Videoconference .............................................................................. 6:30-9 p.m.
October 11

r - - - -

-

-

- -

-

- - -

- -

- -

-

-

-

-

- - , Teen Council Meeting ......................................................................................................... 2:30 p.m.

Nebline
Feedback

Form
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form 'Will appear in

every issue of the Nebline. You can use this form to:
1.-change your address and/or order a subscription
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or held at the
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
3.-submit general comments and/or story ideas.
General Information (please print):
Name: __ ___________________________________
Admess: ______________________________________
City: ___________ Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone:
Daytime Phone: _ _ _ __

October 11.;17
National Extension Homemakers Week
October 13
Horse VIPS Meeting ........................................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
Hunter Safety Course Videoconference .............................................................................. 6:30-9 p.m.
October 14
Deer Hunting Videoconference ........................................................................................... 7:30·9:30 p.m.
October 20
Body Image-What You Weigh or What You Wear ..................... :....................................... 1 or 7 p.m.
NCHEC District D Fall Meeting - Syracuse
October 21
Wild Game Processing, Preparation & Cooking Videoconference ..................................... 7:30-9:30 p.m.

~

Workshop Registration
Register for WorkshoplProgram: __________________
Date ofWorkshoplProgram: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Time ofWorkshoplProgram: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number o(registrations: __ at $ _ each.
Payment enclosed?: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please help make the NEBLINE your newsletter by letting us know
what you would like to see in the NEBLINE, and how we can better
serve your needs.
Newsletter Information
Admess Change: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of Neblines received: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Order a subscription to Nebline: ____________
Comment: _______________________
Story Idea(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Return to:
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska
68528-1507
.

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J

October 22
Home Updates That Increase Resale Value ........................................................................ 1 or 7 p.m.
October 26
Home Extension Club Achievement Day ........................................................................... 10 a.m.
Critter Sitters 4-H Club Meeting ........................................................................................ 7 p.m.
October 27
4-H Achievement Night .......................................................................................... ~ ........... 7:30 p.m.
October 31-November 1
4-H Halloween Camp - Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center
November 4
Waterfowl Hunting Videoconference ................................................................................. 7:30-9:30 p.m.
November 5-8
North Central Regiona14-H Leaders Forum - Purdue University
November 9 & 12
AARP Mature Driving Course ............................................................................................ 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
November 12
How to Calculate Net Worth-How Much is Enough? ......................................................... 1 or 7 p.m.
N
b 14
ove~ er .
.
Indulging Without Buldglng ............................................................................................... 10:30 a.m.

